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Jam-packed program at gamescom 2022 – online
and on-site

Around 1,100 exhibitors from 53 countries +++ 75 percent are
international +++ gross exhibition area spanning almost 220,000
square meters +++ extensive range of community offerings in event
areas and the city +++ gamescom 2022 brings the fusion of on-site
experience and digital offerings
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One more week, then it’s showtime – gamescom: Opening Night Live on the
evening of August 23 will mark the official start of gamescom 2022 back live in
Cologne at last. Around 1,100 exhibitors from 53 countries will gather at
gamescom 2022 on a gross exhibition area covering almost 220,000 square
meters. The share of foreign exhibitors is 75%, making this year’s gamescom
more international than ever. At the same time, the many areas at gamescom
and the gamescom city festival also feature a varied program.

Gerald Böse, President and Chief Executive Officer of Koelnmesse: “The valuable
experience that we gained from the purely digital gamescom events will help to
make this year’s gamescom a resounding success for all participants. With the digital
components, we can now enhance what fell by the wayside in the last two years:
The festival feeling of gamescom in Cologne that everyone loves so much. Now we
are finally back in the exhibition halls and combining the physical on-site experience
with digital offerings in the best possible way. Offerings like our shows, gamescom
EPIX and the gamescom biz community are clear examples of how hybrid gamescom
is this year.

Felix Falk, Managing Director of game – The German Games Industry Association:
“The time is finally here – gamescom will start online as well as live in Cologne.
After more than two years of the community and games industry meeting and
interacting almost exclusively online, gamescom is bringing back that special festival
feeling. As one of the first international events of this size in these challenging
times, gamescom is once again a global beacon. We are looking forward to a week
packed with highlights, starting with the devcom developer conference and our
shows like gamescom: Opening Night Live to the varied program of the event arena
and the biggest-ever indie area at gamescom. And thanks to gamescom goes green,
it is also more climate-friendly than ever before.”

Varied program for visitors on the event grounds

The gamescom program features many highlights this year. They include the
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especially popular shows like gamescom: Opening Night Live with exciting
announcements and news eagerly awaited by the global community and gamescom:
Awesome Indies with the most interesting new games from indie studios worldwide.
These and all other gamescom shows such as gamescom studio and live streams from
partners will be shown on gamescom now, the gamescom content hub for all fans
worldwide. This is also includes the diverse program of the event arena featuring a
heavy metal concert and a mobile esports tournament. Besides the many impressive
exhibitor stands in the entertainment area, the various areas of the event are also
an integral part of gamescom this year. Visitors can find the entertainment they
want here as well as inspiration.

It will definitely be colorful and inspiring again this year in the cosplay village
presented by YouTube Shorts. Awaiting are four days of a unique program including
workshops, panels and the opportunity to get up close and personal with artists and
acts. The highlight is the big cosplay contest powered by McDelivery, where
outstanding cosplays will be awarded prizes in four categories. This year’s contest
will be hosted by Aria Addams, best known from the TV show “Queen of Drags” and
her comedy baking show “OnlyCakes.”

The retro area invites you to take a journey through 50 years of video games.
Visitors will have the chance to try out various consoles, pinball machines and other
gaming machines. On stage there will be small tournaments, quiz rounds, movies,
presentations, interviews and live music by artists like Endgegner, MULTIPLAYER and
Vault Kid. Guests will include the legendary Studio Factor 5 (Turrican), composer
Chris Huelsbeck and Commodore veteran Petro Tyschtschenko.

The merchandise area powered by MINI will once again offer everything a nerd’s
heart desires. Fans will find everything they want, from fan merchandise to
accessories and goodies for the most exciting new games and classics. Exhibitors
here include ak tronic, Blizzard Gear Store, E.M.P Merchandising, Konami Digital
Entertainment, MINI and Square Enix.

In the indie area, visitors will be able to play more games from independent
developers than ever before. Indie studios from all over the world will be
showcasing their innovative and creative titles at various group stands such as the
Indie Arena Booth. Visitors who cannot attend in person are invited to discover the
Indie Arena Booth online as a mini-game live with their own avatar at gamescom
now.

A passion for games is something that all age groups share – the family & friends
area powered by LEGO will also be a popular meeting place for all ages in 2022 and
a forum where visitors can discover and learn about new technologies in a playful
way.

All those who are interested in a career and training opportunities in the games
industry can find out more at the gamescom campus.

There will also be many other offerings in the indoor and outdoor areas. In the
gamescom beach club powered by bigFM, visitors can chill and enjoy the culinary
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delights at the food trucks as well as varied DJ sets. Red Bull will once again open
the Gaming Ground in the outdoor area where various games can be played. At the
rc drift games powered by Embark Studios visitors can look forward to exciting
drift shows in 1:10 scale.

Further information on the community offerings can be found on the gamescom site
at https://www.gamescom.de/de/explore-gamescom.

gamescom city festival – entertainment in the center of Cologne

The gamescom week traditionally ends with a highlight – the gamescom city festival
right in the middle of Cologne. This year is no exception with many musical acts
once again bringing that festival feeling to the heart of Cologne from August 26 to
28. Both German and international artists like Zoe Wees, Schmyt and Elif will
perform at Rudolfplatz and Hohenzollernring. Topping it all off are varied culinary
highlights featuring a mix of local and international specialties.

Exciting online and offline scavenger hunt with gamescom EPIX

The gamescom EPIX community campaign gets fans even more involved before and
during the event and heightens anticipation for gamescom. The campaign already
started on August 1 with many innovations. Individual quests, leaderboards and
profile customizations have already inspired tens of thousands of fans to interact
with gamescom content. During the event, gamescom EPIX will also come into the
halls where quests can be solved by scanning hidden QR codes.

More climate-friendly than ever before with gamescom goes green

The gamescom goes green initiative makes gamescom 2022 one the first major
events with a comprehensive climate-friendly concept worldwide. The core event,
with all areas for which Koelnmesse and the game association are responsible
(including fair grounds infrastructure, theme areas, personnel, and mobility), is
already climate-neutral in cooperation with ClimatePartner. Exhibitors are also
invited to make a contribution to climate protection for their gamescom presence,
which will also benefit certified climate protection projects. Finally, visitors can
make a voluntary contribution to climate protection for the gamescom forest near
Bayreuth by making a donation or buying a green ticket. The forest was launched in
2020 and has already grown to over 20,000 square meters. Thanks to a special
donation of EUR 10,000 by McDonald’s Germany, the gamescom forest is growing
very strongly even before gamescom kicks off. Numerous other measures such as
free public transport tickets and more meat-free catering options also complement
the overall gamescom goes green project. More information can be found at
gamescom.de/gamescom-goes-green.

About gamescom
gamescom is the world's largest event for computer and video games and Europe's
largest business platform for the games industry. In 2022, gamescom will take place
in Cologne and online from Tuesday, 23. August to Sunday, 28. August. gamescom
2022’s official partner country is Australia. gamescom is jointly organized by

https://www.gamescom.de/de/explore-gamescom
https://www.gamescom.de/de/explore-gamescom
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Koelnmesse and game - Verband der deutschen Games-Branche e.V..

Koelnmesse – industry trade fairs for the gaming sector: Koelnmesse is an
international leader in organising trade fairs in the gaming and entertainment
segments. Hosted at the trade fair grounds in Cologne/Germany, gamescom is the
world’s largest event for computer and video games and Europe’s largest business
platform for the games industry. gamescom brings together passionate gamers,
trade visitors and exhibitors from across the world with a highly effective approach –
in person at the venue and digitally from anywhere in the world. This makes
gamescom the premier B2C, B2B and B2G gaming event. In addition to the event at
its Cologne headquarters, Koelnmesse is strategically expanding its portfolio
internationally: In Singapore, gamescom asia provides an additional powerful
industry platform for the rapidly growing Asia-Pacific games market, bringing
together the full spectrum of supply and demand.
Further information: b2b.gamescom.global/gamescom/gamescom-2022/industry-
trade-fairs/

Note for editorial offices:

gamescom photos are available in our image database on the Internet at: b2b.
gamescom.global/press-creator/multimedia/image-database/ in the “News”
section.

Press information is available at: b2b.gamescom.global/press-creator/press-
releases/press-releases-of-gamescom/

If you reprint this document, please send us a sample copy.

gamescom on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/gamescom.cologne

gamescom on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/gamescom

gamescom on Instagram: 
https://www.instagram.com/gamescom/

gamescom on LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/gamescom/
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